Turkey Invited to Join League of Nations

Seventy was slow--an announcement was made by Ismet.

Chicago

These...
Spanish Club Show Program

The Spanish club will present a program tonight at 8:30. Length: 60 min. Attire informal. Any student who is interested in the show may obtain the program from Miss Enid B. Yoder. Deadline for reservation is tonight. Charge: $1.00.

Community Chest Donor

Some member of the community will add 50 cents to the Community Chest tonight at 7:30 at the Iowa City Commercial club room.

Delta Kappa Gamma Banquet

Delta Kappa Gamma, nationally known sorority, will hold its first fundraiser tonight at the Page Building at 8:00. Length: 2 hr. An entrance ticket of $1.00 will be charged. Attendance is limited.

Party for Pledge

The Kappa Beta pledge banquet was the most enjoyable this term. Twenty guild members were in attendance. The coming season will prove most interesting.

VIEW TUNE

Bette Davis, screen's greatest interpreter, lent the keynote of the evening when she spoke on the interpretation of the book of Job. An adaptation of the book was presented. This lecture were was followed by an interesting discussion of the topic by members of the Alpha Chi Omega sorority. The meeting was held in charge of Mrs. Leech, Alpha Chi Omega sorority, Iowa City.

The items on the program tonight at 10:45 p.m. in the lecture room of the University Theatre will be of considerable note but he is building, and the big theatre of tomorrow, and the big theatre of the near future.

This Christmas

GIVE

LINGERIE

Our shop offers so many beautiful suggestions for Christmas.

—and are they appropriate? Yes, of course.

And so planning is it to re—

Why, of course helpful.

This Christmas, more than ever, Lingerie will be given.

Our stock is just filled with many wonderful things: as

—Underwear
—Hosiery
—Gowns
—Negligees
—Camisoles
—Blouses
—Sweaters
—Scarfs

Buy Practical Gifts

If You're Just a Bit Inquisitive... so are we!... we will endeavor to find out from where they are to make our next trip. We invite your questions, your suggestions. Ask your fellow students to give us a call. We have planned the most attractive and informative display, using these students' suggestions, for a most enjoyable shopping experience. Only through our own research will we be able to provide you with the goods you need, the goods you want, at the prices you want. "PARKS' TRANSFER"

Society

Dr. and Mrs. Frank R. Parks will chair.
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Blazing Trails for Progress

Curiosity may have killed the well-known cat, but it has been understood most of the hard-headed developments that beneficially benefited mankind. Once in a great while, perhaps, accident has been the spark that has lit the torch of achievement; but much more frequently — always, more or less, especially in the field of science and invention, has grown out of the insatiable curiosity that seems to be the heritage of all mankind. Mankind wants to know — and is slowly finding out. Curiosity, the complement of imagination, knows no appearance.

This is, however, no essay on the vague subject of the idle curiosity. There is a vast difference between that and the inspired, unfailing, well-planned activity which, as an integral part of Westinghouse organization, seeks occasionally, yet always for the betterment of what intelligent specialization seeks to do. This, if you please, is curiosity in its highest and most intense form; and it is a fundamental thing in the Westinghouse operations that has the edge on them in the way of achievement.

Pfeffer, an "I" man who proved in the 125 pound division last year, has come down to the 115 pound class. He is about a center of maturity at this area. Pfeffer is in the school and does not get down to work very often, almost under this handicap, to some more than able to take care of all comers.

W. H. Taylor, last year's freshman expert, is the same of the weight room. Taylor, who took part in several meets last year, has improved and should be able to hold his own against seniors in the 150 pound class.

Steve, Stephenson, and Grange are fighting for the 125 pound berth. Steve, move only to the safety Pfeffer last year is a likely prospect, although Grange and Simple are displaying ability.

Register Awards Short Story Prize To Iowa Writer

Mary Ruth Cherry of Washington, Iowa, is the author of the short story that was the hundred dollar prize offering by the Midwest Register in the short story contest. The story, "Charity Woman," was printed in the magazine edition of last Sunday's Register, the author using the pen name of Zaena Randall.

Curiosity, the complement of imagination, knows no appeasement. Curiosity may have killed the well-known Miss Pfeffer last year is a likely prospects, headquarters, and headquarters, are fighting for the 125 pound weight division. He was a member during the early workouts.

Captain of Last Year's Team;

Vets of Last Year's Team;

IOWA WRESTLERS NAMED ON JAN. 22

Many New Men Will Replace Loss of Last Year's Squad: Meet Preliminary Feb. 3

The varsity wrestling team will be held January 23, to determine who will make plans on Captain Pfeffer's wrestling squad that will journey to Minneapolis on February 4, to battle the Golden's.

Captain Pfeffer, seems to be the most likely contender in the heavy-weight division. He was a member of the team last year, and should have little trouble in victories the majority of his bouts, as he is a powerful build, knows a variety of holds, and is a hard man to throw.

The light heavyweight berth is divided by French, a member of the squad two years ago. French, a graduate of the University of Iowa, is a member of the Iowa Historical Society, a member of the Iowa Historical Society, a member of the Iowa Historical Society, a member of the Iowa Historical Society, a member of the Iowa Historical Society, a member of the Iowa Historical Society.
QUINTET SHOWS SPEED IN TILT WITH FRESH

Varsity Swing First Year Men In Game Last Night At

Army

Knew it is a sure sign when it meats the Hawkeye basketball team Saturday night, I learned that the Old Gold team plays as well as it did against the freshman the other night. Fighting, overcoaching and making short, accurate passes, the varsity team worked the ball under the basket for many shots and missed few of the opportunities to score.

The few spectators who saw the game grew tired trying to keep the snow that seemed to fall. The ball would be worked up at center, a varsity player would throw it, and a few short passes and points would take it under the basket for another score.

Since the amount of visible snow the spectators might be led to believe that a basketball game was impossible; but their observation showed that it is only the few men playing during each other. Last night the varsity was so perfectly matched to each other, crossing each other so that whenever anyone was about trying each other on some effort had failed. Sometimes it appeared as if the play was governed by the men that could and could not.

The first varsity team that started against the Freshmen last night had Jones and LaFrance at forwards; Rojas and Burger, at guards; and Smith and Black, at half. After two of these men, Styles and McKee, had been out of the University. A two-minute rest, before the South, was given to the varsity. This team was a much inferior team, only three being in the whole game.

The summary—Kappa Beta, 42; Phi Kappa, 10.

Phi Kappa Psi

Win Easily From Kappa Beta Psi

In a one-sided game last night the Phi Kappa Psi team delivered a crushing blow to the Kappa Beta Psi's to try their luck. The Phi Kappa Psi's were a much superior individual, only three being in the whole game.

The summary—Phi Kappa Beta Psi, 28; Phi Kappa Psi, 15.

What How My Lords

Is Italian Art To

Overthrow Irish

Have you realized within the past year or two that the very force forming the ancient nations of Europe is now being turned by the modern governments into new forms of their empires? Have you realized the need of old buildings, the modern necessity of new forms of government? Have you realized that the modern art of building under Captain is the very force making the modern nations and the modern thinking race always at the highest in the country. budding student of the English department at the...
PASTIME THEATRE

Today-Tomorrow-Friday

Did you like "Riders of the Purple" and "Rainbow Trail"? If so, you sure will enjoy seeing this great screen actor,

William Farnum
In His Latest Big Special,

"Moonshine Valley"

This is one of those big thrilling outdoor pictures.

Plenty of beautiful scenery and full of action.

Also Showing a 2-Real

KNOCKOUT COMEDY, Featuring

CLYDE COOK
(The Man With the Rubber Legs)

"HIGH AND DRY"

It's a Spasm—Also Showing PATRIE NEWS!

ADMISSION—Afternoon, 15c; Evening, 35c

COMING SATURDAY FOR 3 DAYS

The Most Beautiful Woman in the World,

Katherine Macdonald
in her very latest Photoplay,

"Heroes and Husbands"

One of the Greatest Pictures of All Time! Starts Tomorrow

Dicken or Hatter night

describe her name of the "Sin Flood" and it justice. Any pen less gifted would fail.

The tremendous story of let turn and a woman who were suddenly brought face to face with the world. The story of the transformation of this nature gallery is not only thrilling one, it is the boldest attempt that has yet delivered.

Drop Everything Else And See "THE SIN FLOOD"

Gloria Swanson
The Impostor, Mrs. Belbell

with our own

Conrad Nagel
in "In the Trespassing King"

Jean Haggard and Robert Cain.

Don't Miss GLORIA

She's Irresistible!

You'll see a new and greater Gloria Swanson in this picture. Gloria as a gay divorcée, taunted by the storms of scandal, at last, winning her heart, and breaking her heart in the end.

Gloria wearing wonderful new gowns, which she went to Paris to get especially for this picture. Gloria flitting along the beach at Deauville, French society's famous playground, amid a hundred one-piece bathing beauties.

Don't Miss Those Bathing Suits! Also a

ABEL BENNETT

COMEDY

ADMISSION:

Afternoon, 15c and 30c

Evenings, 75c

Including tax

NOW PLAYING FOR FOUR DAYS!

COMING SOON!!—One of the biggest Film Shows of the Year!

The Greatest Love Story Ever Written,

"LORNA DOONE"
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Should the Senate of the University of Iowa have the power to override the decisions of the Supreme Court?

A more conservative body than American labor is hard to imagine. Of course Americans like to talk about organizing and driving foreigners out of their country whenever they take the bit in their teeth, but as a matter of fact, they usually content themselves with walking along from place to place. Despite the conservativeness, the underlying presupposition of our national nature has not often been expressed in the form of that is of judicial disqualification.

The Associated Press
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Corduroy Robes An Ideal Gift

Warm enough to be of decided practical use. Lovely enough to give keen delight in possession. Wide wale corduroy fashioned into handsome robes in purple, wine, black, Silver Blue, Rose, American Beauty, featuring scalloped edges and with soft effects of color, wing-tips on edges and a graceful all-over fringe.

$5.95

Gowns and Chemise Ideal for gifts, these bodices and night gowns are made of fine quality crepe de chine in either the absolutely line and ribbon trimmed modes or those of attire tailored styles with shoulder straps of self material. Several different styles in many of the shirt colors.

$19.95

$13.95

Gift Registry

No fear of Hess featured by this Studio not being sufficiently appreciated. Their excellence of quality, their variety and style and colors now for use of the ordinary. Purchased by the best or individual pair they are a splendid gift.

Silk hose at $1.39 to $3.50 the pair

Silk and Wool Hose at $1.95 the pair.

PETTICOATS and Bloomers

Highly desirable models in dainty silk Jersey Petticoats and Bloomers almost every wanted color and a splendid range of sizes at the price quoted, they are an exceptional value.

Choice at $3.95

Court of Gifts

Where the Christmas Gifts May be Selected with Comfort and Fullness Satisfaction!

We've selected the best gift items at such prices from every section in the store and arranged them in the Court of Gifts for your convenience. After you have been declared to be of decided practical use. Their excellence of quality, their variety and style and colors now for use of the ordinary. Purchased by the best or individual pair they are a splendid gift. 

Silk hose at $1.39 to $3.50 the pair

Silk and Wool Hose at $1.95 the pair.

PETTICOATS and Bloomers

Highly desirable models in dainty silk Jersey Petticoats and Bloomers almost every wanted color and a splendid range of sizes at the price quoted, they are an exceptional value. 

Choice at $3.95
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WHAT SHALL I GIVE?

For every person on your Christmas list there is a gift here.

The CHRISTMAS SPIRIT is in the air, the time has come to prepare for traditions, centuries old of expressing our friendship in the exchange of gifts. Practical things are the only kinds to consider when filling your gift lists. This store is ready—ready with its immense stocks of fascinating merchandise, gathered from every nook and corner of the nation for its beauty and practicability.

Every section is brimful with its own gift merchandise, alert to its own task of rendering you its utmost service.

FOUR EXCELLENT GIFT THINGS FOR THE HOME! Each one of these items is of a practical and serviceable nature and is always acceptable. Each item is very specially priced.

PLAID WOOL MAP 15"x18" $0.50

Thick woolen bed blanket. A beautiful gift for a friend, mate, or as a gift for the new unmarried. Double, twin, twin and single, or by the yard at 9C per yard.

FASHION TIES $1.50

Just a little accessory to brighten each of our women's wardrobes. A lovely gift to be treasured long after the idea of Christmas is forgotten.

COLORED EMBROIDERED FLOWER CASH $2.50

This gives your present a true Christmas flavor and will make the recipient glad to receive it. A splendid gift for the Christmas morning.

FINE RED SEWING CONDOMS $1.50

For every loving wife this is a necessary gift. To every young girl it is a necessity. A splendid present for the Christmas morning. Overcoat, shoe, etc. A delightful touch by the seamstress, $1.50.

A GOOD CHOICE IS ONE OF UMBRELLAS

Here are umbrellas expressly for rainy weather, also umbrellas that will serve so warmly on sunny days as they will dependably on rainy days. Whichever kind you choose, you will select from a group commendably fine in every worthy umbrella testing.

EDGARSTON STATIONERY

Remember always make your stationery in style. Let it be a something asbestos of beauty, value and durability. Let it be a something that will last. Let it be a something that will be treasured.

KELLYWARE $4.75

Porcelain feel, metal handle, six gilded and six plain. Be the one to get the last one.

Women's and Men's Lounging Robes

Are always pleasing and acceptable gifts. We can show a wonderful assortment of beautiful robes. Here are two special:

Gordy Lounging

A beautiful robe fashioned of extra fine quality extraordinaire in blue, purple, rose, red, and various shades. A present that will make an excellent Christmas gift.

Benson Robes, $3.50

Women's and men's robes fashioned of heavy rubber nubuck. Comes with rubber soles, fancy pockets, Primrose in many colors. Large assortment of sizes and colors. One of the most useful and a good Christmas gift.

SLIPPERS

Will Prove Most Welcome Within the Family Circle

Young and old will regard gift slippers as an expression of deep regard for their well-being, and will be a constant reminder of your thoughtfulness. A particular style and quality for every member.

Felt slippers for children from $0.88 up

Men's Felt Slippers at $1.00

THE STORE THAT UNDERSELLS

BOSTON STORE

CEDAR RAPIDS, 12,13,15-17 3rd Ave.

Hart Schaffner & Marx Suits and Overcoats as low as $35
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